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Windows 7 Inside Out, Deluxe EditionMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		By some measures, Windows 7 sets a new standard for usability. It needs less out-of-the-box tweaking and troubleshooting than any Windows version we’ve ever used. The arrangement of folders and files in Windows Explorer, basic system security, User Account Control settings, and numerous other default configuration options are...
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Sterile Filtration: A Practical ApproachCRC Press, 2000

	This book focuses on sterilizing grade filters in the biopharmaceutical industry, emphasizing practical applications of universal and dependable operational protocols, integrity testing, and troubleshooting to streamline the production and preparation of pharmaceuticals.

	

	Addresses the complexities of globalizing redundancy in...
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The Mac mini GuidebookPeachpit Press, 2005
This book was written entirely in Microsoft Word 2004 for Macintosh on a Mac mini and, occasionally, a PowerBook G4. Judy did her editing in Word 2000 for Windows, and we successfully passed the files back and forth many times. The production team at Peachpit Press works mostly on Macs.

Other software used in the preparation of this book...
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Microsoft  Windows Server(TM) 2003 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2004
Take your Windows Server 2003 knowledge to the next level! Designed for Windows system administrators, this definitive resource delivers in-depth information about installing and configuring Windows Server 2003, performing upgrades and migrations, automating deployments, implementing security features, managing software updates and patches,...
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Faster Smarter A+ CertificationMicrosoft Press, 2003
Take the next step in your career by earning your CompTIA A+ certification the faster, smarter way. This innovative, high-energy guide makes the most of your study time by teaching exactly what you need for the A+ Core Hardware and Operating Systems Technologies exams. You get focused, no-fluff coverage of exam objectives—plus Test Smart...
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Installing and Administering Linux, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
An indispensable working resource for IT professionals moving to Linux-based network systems
More and more companies are now using Linux as their server operating system of choice. That’s because the costs are lower, there’s a greater amount of flexibility, and the code is much more reliable. As a result, there is a bigger demand...
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Windows Small Business Server 2011 Administrator's CompanionMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		If you run a small business, you don’t need us to tell you that the highly competitive
		marketplace, unpredictable economic cycles, time pressures, and technological
		demands are constantly exerting pressure on your bottom line.

	
		Your business needs the same technologies that large companies do. You need
		the...
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IBM Sametime 8.5.2 Administration GuidePackt Publishing, 2011


	Allow me to be the first to congratulate you for purchasing this book. Sametime 8.5

	is a very different product from previous versions of the product. What once was a

	simple offering that provided secure instant messaging with some web conferencing

	capabilities has now evolved into a robust, flexible, sophisticated communications...
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Apache Spark 2.x Cookbook: Cloud-ready recipes for analytics and data sciencePackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		This book contains recipes on how to use Apache Spark as a unified compute engine
	
		Cover how to connect various source systems to Apache Spark
	
		Covers various parts of machine learning including supervised/unsupervised learning & recommendation engines



	Book...
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Portable DBA: SQL ServerMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Carry essential SQL Server administration information and troubleshooting  techniques along with you so you can handle a wide variety of tasks on the spot.  This handy resource offers fast access to administrative commands, syntax  diagrams, error resolutions, best practices, and more. With coverage of the most  commonly used SQL Server...
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Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger: Peachpit Learning SeriesPeachpit Press, 2005
If you want to tame Mac OS X Tiger, but you want to do so in the comfort of your own home, this guide makes it possible! Robin Williams uses her trademark friendly teaching style to reveal exactly what you want to know: What's new in Tiger, what's great about it, and how can you get the most out of it fast!...
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Microsoft  Office Outlook  2007 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2007
Learn everything you need to know for working with Microsoft Office Outlook 2007from the inside out! This book packs hundreds of time-saving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds for using Office Outlook 2007all in concise, fast-answer format. Whether you are upgrading from Office 97 or Office 2003, youll be able to dig in to the...
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